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THE BASIC DYNAMIC MODEL

The purpose of this report is to describe what will be referred to as
the basic dynamic model of the Airlift Service Industrial Fund (ASIr-). This
basic model is the result of our Analysis of the Tndus,;rial Fund System and
utilizes the "Industrial Dynamics" approach to model tie dynamic characteristics
of the industrial Fund. (For detailed explanation of the Indtestrial Dyiamics
approach to system analysis see J. W. Forrester's book, industrial Dynamics,
M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1961.) This model will bl used to

simulate the dynamic characteristics of the real system and to test rroposed
system modifications. The end result will hopefully "a betrer understanding
of the aynamics of the real system and increased confidence in the probable
benefit of proposed system modifications.

This model is the result of many hours of discussion between the
analyst and the managers of the Industrial Fund 1nd is a representation of
the Industrial Fund system at the prese-nt timc.

.m-Backgrouid

This project was initiated during the summer of 1967 when the analyst
was working with the Military Airlift Coiunead's Operations A,.tlysis office
at Scott Air Force Base, Illinois. During this period the analyst became
acquainted with ASir and proposed its analysis using the "Industrial Dynamics"
approach. At that time it was thought that the model could be developed
fairly qui=kly and then be used to analyze the dynamics of Lhe Industrial Fund.

While the project proposal was accepted and the development of the
model began, the resulting Fasic model has .een achieved slowly. Interim
reports were presented in the spring of 1968 and in April of 1969.

The modeling techxique utilized has been one developed by J. W. Forrester
of M.I.T. called "Industrial f-ynamics". The industrial dynamics technique
utilizes a compiler program called "Dynamo". Dynamo enables the researcher,
after describing his model in nemonic language and quantifying the many
variables, to simulate the system dynamics on a computer. In April of 1969,
the "Dynamo" Compiler was ju.st being completed for the IBM 360/67 equipment
used by the Iowa State University Computation Center. The programming of the
"Dynamo" Compiler for the current iBM equipment had taken longer than anticipated
and the model building activities had been delayed.

Method of Analysis

The method of analysis being utilized in studying the industrial fund
proceeds according to the following five steps.

First: Identify the system variables and their interrelationship.

The analyst has spent many hours in discussion with ASIF personnel
to identify the significant variables within the ASIF system and their inter-
-rclationships as a part of a dynamic system. This phase of the procedure is
continually in operation as further steps are completed and discussed ny the
ASIF managers and the analyst.

ANI2
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Second: Develop a basic modAl of the ASIF System.

This basic model is described in this report. The report identifies
the variables selected and quantifies the relationships between the different
variables. The system is assumed to be a closed system operating continuously
with linear relationships between the variables over very short time intervals.

Third: Simulate the ASIF system on a computer using the basic model.

This step is in progress and the analysis and conclusions will be the
subject of a later report.

Fourth: Test system changes or modifications via simulation on a
revised basic model.

Proposed system changes or modifications will be studied by revising
the basic model to incorporate the proposed modification. This step will be
incorporated in the report referenced in step three.

Fifth: Propose system changes.

Based on the conclusions reached in steps three and four, proposed
system changes may be recommended.

It must be clearly understood that the purpose of this model is to
represent the dynamic aspects of the real system and enable the analyst to
manil.ulate and study the model, thereby gaining valuable insight into the
real system. The model, for obvious reasons, must be, and is, a simplification
of the real system. However, it must identify the significant: variables witl
their interrelationships so that the model dynamics realistically represents the
real system.

The simpler the model, while still representative of the real system,
the better from a model building and analysis standpoint. The model may later
be made more sophisticated as deemed necessary for analysis purposes as outlined
in steps three and four.

The Industrial Fund

The Airlift Industrial Fund (ASIF) is a MAC management tool established
to:

a) provide an effective means for controllin3 the costs of
airlift capability,

b) provide for the rational recovery of airlift costs from
airlift users, and

c) motivate users toward prudent use of airlift capability
supplied by MAC.

A number of problems are encountered by the ASIF when attempting to
develop a tariff structure which fulfills the following objectives:

a) Allow for the strategic disposition of the Military Forci;
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11 Provide equitable rates to users;

c. Recognize utilization of airframe capabilities;

d) Provide for a revenue-expense breakeven at specified
time intervals on both PAX and Cargo shipments;

e) Charge premium rates for premium service;

f) Maintain tariff stability; and

g) Motivate efficient user usage.

The Basic ASTF Model

In developing the basic ASIF model a general description was obtained
from ASIF personnel regarding the operation of the Fund. System boundaries
and system variables were identified and a description was obtained of the
significant cause-effect relationships. The model was developed from a general
description of the system and the system variables and became more sophisticated
as different variable interrelationships were deemed significant and included
in the model.

The ASTP is responsible for the determination of airlift tariffs.
I'liese tariffs are established with the goal of recovering airlift costs from
airlift users. The users are billed for the airlift service providing revenue
(or income) to the Tndustrial Fund. The tariff is influenced by forecasted
airlift costs, and forecasted airlift demand. Airlift costs are based on
aircraft availability, utilization, and maintenance, as well as administrative
and operational support functions.

As airlift services are provided, revenue is generated as well as
expenses. Tf total revenue exceeds or lags actual expenses, the tariff may
need revision to enable the ASIF to break even at the end of a specified time
period.

The model which has been developed, and is described in this report,
represents the forecasting system by which demand and costs are estimated and
incorporated with airlift capacity to yield a forecasted tariff rate; the
determination of airlift capacity and its allocation to customer demand; the
hbilling activity initiated by the movement of material or passengers and influenced
hy the tariff; the accounting and payment of expenses generated by ASIF activities;
and the determination of total revenue and total costs and any out of balance
condition resulting.

In developing the model, four classifications of customer demand were
recognized as each influenced the tariff calculations in a particuilnr way.
Customer demand is classified as Cargo, PAX (passengers), SAAN (special assign-
ment airlift missions) , or Exercises. Cargo and PAX may be moved by contract
with commercial airlines. While SAAM's may utilize comnmercial aircraft in the
real system, its use is limited and not represented in the model at this time.

The users of MAC move material and passengers over specified routes
Renerating Ton-miles or PAX-miles of usage. The modeling of this aspect of the
real system has requiL'ed some simplifying nssuimptions. For simplicity, we
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have assumed that customer demand is in Ton-miles/week or PAX-miles/week.
This demand, however, needs to be identified as outgoing (from COM.JUS) or incoming
(to CONUS) for airlift capability required has bee assumed to be twice the
larger demand. For example, when outgoing is larger, the planes will return
empty or partially loaded.

In sunmmary, the model represents the following activities:

a) The customer's demand and movement of Cargo, PAX, SAAM, and Exercis,

b) The Industrial Fund manifesting and billing fo, services pr. vided.

c) The determination of military airlift capability and commercial
requirements and their allocation to customer demand.

d) The generation of expenses within the ASIF.

e) The cash flow due to payment of expenses and receipt of revenue.

f) The forecasting of customer demand and ASIF expenses to
generate a new tariff rate.

g) The determination of revenue-expense differences leading
to a decision to change the tariff rate.

In the following discussion each figure represents a segment of the
basic model of the total ASIF system. Each variable in the system is identified
and the variable equation given. The identification of each variable is by
nemonic language. A variable may be identified as part of the Cargo, PAX,
SAAY, or Exerc~ise system by the ntz.ber 1, 2, 3, or 4.respectively,in the
variable name.

Each variable is also assigned a number which identifies the variable
and the figure which shows that variable's interrelationships with other
variables. Thus, variable 6.09 identifies variable 09 of Figure 6 and variable
IL22 identifies variable 22 of Figure II. This will assist in the identifica-
tion and location of the different variables when necessary during study and
analysis.

Following the industrial dynamics terminology, three points in time,
J, K, and L, are identified. "J" represents a point in time in the immediate
past, "K" is the present time and "L' a point in tine in the immediate future.
Each point in time is separated by the time interval DT. Variables, called
rate variables, which identify the rate of change over the time interval DT and
between J and K are identified by "JK" in the variable name and the rate of
change between K and L is noted by a "KL" in the variable name. A "K" or "J"
in the variable name identify the magnitude of a level or auxiliary variable
at that point in time.

In the figures, a solid line will represent the flow of material, paper
work (manifests, bil° , etc.) or cash, while a dotted line indicates the in-luence
of information. A dotted line into a variable would indicate that the value
ef that variable uould be inf.uenced by information from the variable or variables
originating the dotted line. All flows are in the direction of the arrow. For
more detail on the flow diagrams see Chapter 8 of 'Industrial Dynamics" by
J. W. Forrester.

A
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Figure I

The Military Airlift Command moves cargo and passenger per customer
demand and in Figure I the movement of cargo per customer demand has been
modeled. .,ustow,,Ir demand is assumed to be an exogenous variable and influenced
by facto '.utside the ASIF. This may be revised later to show a feedback
effect , customer demand by ASIF tariffs if it is deemed significant.

U1n

1.01 DIG Customer Demand-Cargo-Outgoing (Ton-Miles/week)

1.02 Dif- Customer Demand-Cargo-Incoming (Ton-Miles/week)

It is assumed that material moved to MAC terminals during an interval
of time is equal to customer demand at the beginning of that time interval.
Rate equations 1.05 and 1.06 are written to represent the movement of material
c i • e terminals.

_0"3 TSIG.KL DTG.K

ISIC.KL = DLC.K

ISIG = Incoming shinment rate (to terminals)-Cargo-Outgoing (Ton-Miles/week)

ISC = Incoming shipnent rate (to terminals)-Cargo-Incoming (Ton-Miles/week)

Terminal inventory at a point in time is equal to the terminal inventory
at the last time period plus inconing sripm'-nts and less outgoing shipments over
that time period. Level equations 1.07 and 1.08 are written to represent these
variables.

1.07 IHlGK = INIG.J + (DT)(ISIG.Jlz - SIC.JK)

1.08 INIC.K INIC.J + (DT)(ISIC.JK - SIC.JK)

INlG Terminal lnventor-y-Cargo-Outgoing (Ton-Miles)

INIC = Terminal Tnventory-Cargo-Incoming (Ton-Mi]es) .

Shipments trom the terminal are assumed to be determined by the teninal
inventory (INIG and 1;flC) and tha policy to move any material received within
a specified time limit. The basiL model is based on the policy to ship material
from the terminal within two days after receipt of the material. Because of
the nature of the modeling technique and the need to later allocate military
and commercial capabiiity to cargo movement, we have written the following
equations.

We identify two variable., as follows:

1.09 SIGT.K = INIG.K(I/DI7)

1.10 SICT.K = INIC.K(I/D17)

SICT = Shipping Rate-Cargo-Outgoing-Tested (Ton-Milesiweek)

SlCT Shipping Rate-Cargo-Incomivig-Tested (Ton-Miles/week)
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1.61 D17 = Delay in shipping (Weeks)

1.62 D18 = Delay in shipping (Weeks)

The shipping rate over time period KL is then represented as follows:

1.03 SIG. KL SICT.K

1.04 SlC.KL SICr.k

SIG = Shipping Rate-Cargo-Outgoing (Ton-Miles/week)

SIC = Si•,-.irng Rate-Cargo-Incoming (Ton-Miles/week)

Military cipability is allocated to cargo movement and coinmereial
requirements are utilized to cover any deficits in capability. Variables 1.11
through 1.16 in Figure I model this aspect of the system. The capacity of
the airframe is not utilized 100%, so the material moved (SlOT and SIlT) is
divided by the utilization of the airframe to give the total airframe capability
required.

1.65 UIG = ACL Utilization-Cargo-Outgoing (%)

1.66 UIC = ACL Utilization-Cargo-Incoming (7)

1 .11 CIG.K = (SIGTi.K)/UIG

1.12 CIC.K = (SICT.K)/UIC

C. G CRequired Capabilty-Cargo-Outgoing (Ton-Miles/week)
CIC Required Capability-Cargo-Incoming (Ton-Miles/week)

It is assumed that airframes moving material outgoing will return
with incoming material. Therefore, Zhe total capability allocated to cargo
movement will be twice the capability required to move either outgoing or
incoming shipments, whichever is thte larger.

This is determined in the model by variable 1.14 and its equation is

written as follows.

1.14 M)1l.K = MAX (ClG.K, CIC.K)

MX1 = Maximum Demand (Ton-Miles/week)

Then the capability required is

1.13 TCI.K = 2 * MXI.K

TCI.K = Total Required Capability-Cargc-(Ton-Miles/week)

The available military capability is applied to this requirement and
the balance is covered by a commercial buy (C01).
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The military capacity available is determined in Figure 4 and tesults
in variable 4.08 identified as the Cargo Capability Available. Because of
the need for positioning and depositioning of aircraft, the quantity actually
available for use is something less than this. This is accomplished by a multiplief
(CPD) of less than one.

1.19 ACC.K CCA.K * CPD

1.68 CPD = 0.907

ACC = Actual Cargo Capacity Available-(Ton-Miles/week)

CPD Cargo Positioning-Depositioning Multiplier

The commercial buy can never be less than zero. If the military
capacity is more than sufficient, it is used to move the customer's demand.
That is, the total military capability available is used regardless of
the quantity demanded and commercial requirements are purchased only if needed.

This is represented in the model by a clip function as follows:

1.16 TCBI.K = TCI.K - ACC.K

TCBI = Tested Commercial Buy (Ton-Miles/week)

1.15 CBI.KL CLIP (TCB1.K, 0, TCBI.K, 0)

CB1 = Commercial Buy (Ton-Miles/week)

This is interpreted as follows. If TCBI is equ-1 to or greater than
0 then CB1 is set equal to TCBI. However, if TCBI is less than 0, which means
no commercial buy i! required, CBI is set equal to 0.

In another segment of the model we need to determine the forecasted
customer requirements. We haie hypothesized bhat this forecast i3 influenced
by the customer's previous demand and the rate of change in this demand. These
var 4 ables and their modeling will need to be described.

It is assumed that the forecasted customer demand is determined T'y
the average demand over a past period of time. We have utilized exponential
averaging in our model which means the most recent occurrence will be givpn
greater weight in determining the average customer demand.' (See pg. 406 of the
Forrester text) We have also assumed that this averaging occurs over a
six-month time period. In other words, the forecasted customer demand is a
function of the actual demand over the past six months.

The average customer demand is determined by a smoothing equation as

follows:

1.18 SDIG.K SDlG.J + (DT/!DI9)(ISlG.JK - SDIG.J)

1.17 SDIC.K = SDIC.J * (DT/Dl20)(ISlC.JK - SDIC.J)
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1.67 D119 = Delay in smooching (weeks)

1.56 Dl.o = Delay in smoothing (weeks)

SDIC= Smoothed Customer Demand-Cargo-Outgoing (Ton-Miles/week)

SDIC = Smoothed Customer Demand-Cargo-Incoming (Ton-Miles/week)

The rate of change in demand is also assumed to be an average of the rate
of ehlange over a period of time the immediate past. Again it has been assumed

that the mrt-t immediate past rate of change will have the greatest influence.

If we let R1IG equal the customer's demand over the previous time period

- in Ton-Miiles/week, then

1.20 RIG. KL = ISlG.JK

The rate of change in demand RTIG during the previous time period can
the;: be written as follows:

1.21 RTrlG.K = (I/DT)(ISIG.JK - RlG.JK)

In this equation RIG.JK is equal to ISIG in the time period JK - I.

The average rate of change over the past SDL weeks is written as a
smoothing equation (Exponential smoothing utilized).

1.22 SRIGK = SRlG.J + (DT/SDL) (RT!G.J - SRIG.J)

SRIG Smoothed rate of growth over the past SDL weeks (Ton-Miles/week/we 'k)

1.69 SDL = Smoothing time period (weeks)

Initially we have assumed the smoothing time period (SDL) over which the
rate of growth is determined is 20 weeks.

The above equations represent the mndeling of the rate of change in
customer demand for moving outgoing Cargo, In the same manner we needed the
rate of change in demand for incoming Cargo.

1.23 RIC.KL = ISIC.JK

1.24 RTIC.K = (I/DY) (ISIC.JK - RIC.JK)

1.25 SRIC.K = SRIC.J + (DT/SDL) (RTIC.J - SRIC.J)

RIC Customer Demand-Past time period - (Ton-Miles/week)

RTIC = Rate of Growth over previous time period (Ton-Milesiweek/week)

SRC: -= Smoothed Rate of Growth over the nast SDL weeks (Ton-Miles/week/week)

The above equations complete the modeling of customer demand for and
the movement of cargo out of and into CON•S with the resulting allocation of
military capability to this demind and the determination of needed additional
co.nmnqrcial requirewents.

(Z
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A list of all variables identified in Figure I and their corresponding
initial conditions and parameters is given in Appendix I.

Figure 2

The movement of passengers (PAX) by Military Airlift Comnmand is modeled
in Figure 2. The customer, in the same manner as with Cargo, moves PAX out
of and into CONUS. The modeling of this activity is practically identical
to the modeling of Cargo movement.

The equations which follow represent the customer's demand for movement
of PAX (outgoing and incoming), the movement of PAX to terminals and their
shipment, with the appropriate allocation of cormerciai and military capability
to this demand. The variables are therefore identified in the same manner as
Cargo variables except the number "2" is used to represent PAX movement in place
of the "I" representing Cargo movement.

2.01 D2G Customer Demand-PAX-Outgoing (PAX-Miles/week)

2.02 D2C Customer Demarnd-PAX-Incoming (PAX-Miles/week)

2.05 IS2C.KL = D2C.K

2.06 IS2C.KL = D2C.K

IS2G = Incoming PAX requirements-Outgoing (i`AX-Miles/week)

IS2C = Incoming PAX requirements-Incoming (PAX-Miles/week)

2.07 IN2G.K = IN2G.J + DT(IS2G.JK - S2G.JK)

2.08 IN2C.K = IN2C.J + DT(IS2C.JK - S2G.JK)

IN2G = Terminal Inventory-PAX-Outgoing (PAX-Miles)

IN2C = Terminal Inventory-PAX-Incoming (PAX-Miles)

2.12 S2GT.K = IN2G.K/D27

2.14 S2CT.K = IN2C.K/D28

S2GT = Shipping Rate - PAX-Outgoing-Tested (PAX-Miles/week)

S2CT = Shipping Rate - PAX-Incoming-Tested (PAX-Miles/week)

2.60 D)27 = Delay in shipping (weeks)

2.61 D28 = Delay in shipping (weeks)

2.13 S2C.KL = S2GT.K

2.15 S2C.KL = S2CT.IC

S2G = Shipments-PAX-Outgoing (PAX-Miles/week)

$2C = Shipments-PAX-Incominig (PAX-Miles/week)

- ~A z- ~-Z~~ -- - ~
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2.64 U2G = ACL ucilization-PAX-Outgoing 0.)

2.65 U2C = ACL utilization-PAX-Inccming (%)

2.16 C2G.%C = S2GT.K/U12G

2.17 C2C.K = S2CT.K/U2C

2.18 2fX2.K = MAX (C2G.K, C2C.K)

2.19 TC2.K = 2 * MX2.K

C2G = Required capability-PAX-Outgoing (P(X-Miles/week)

C2C = Required capubility-PAX-Incoming (PAX-Miles/week)

HX2 = Maximum demand (PAX-Miles/week)

TC2 = Total capability required - PAX (PAX-'Hiles!week)

In the case of PAX movement, it is assumed that coeruial capability
is bought to cover the majority of the demand with milicary capability being
utilized for the balance.

The comercial buy is then determined by the following equation:

2.20 CB2.K - TC2.K * FCB

CB2 = Comnercial Buy for PAX (•AX-Milea/week)

2.83 FCB = Portion of total requirement covered 'y Caonerzial.

FCB will be between zero arl one and is assumed in the basic model
to be 0.92. This then means 921 ot the total PAX requirements are moved
by coumercial aircraft under contract with MAC.

Military requirements then are

2.09 MPR.-K - TC2.K - CV,2.K

MPR - Military CApability required (PAX4lileaiweek)

"The average demand for PAX movement and the rate of chsnge in PAX
movement is modeled by equations similar to those described tor Cargo movement.
They aze shown belcw.

2.21 SD2G.d = SD2G.J -; (DT/D219)(IS2G.JK - SD2G.J'7

2.22 SD2C.K = SD2C..I + (DrT/D220)(IS2C.JK - SD2C.J)

2.66 D219 = Delay In smoothing (weeks)

2.67 D220 = Delay in smcoudhing (weelks)
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SD2C= Smsoothed custo.aer PAX requiremen.-2-Outgo!rng (P.AX-Miles/week)

SD2C = Smoothed customer PAX requirements-Incoming (PAX-Miles/week)

2.23 02C.KJ. = LS2G.JK

2.26 1P2C.KL = TS2C.,JK

2.24 RT2G.K = (l/DT), IS2G.JK - R2G.JK)

2.10 KR2C.K = (I/DT) (LS2C.JK - R2C..JK)

2.25 SR2G.K SR2G.J + (DT/SDP)(RT2G.J - SR2G.J)

2.11 SR2C.K = SR2C.J + (DT/SDP)(R'W2C.J - SR2C.J)

2.84 SUP = Smoothing Delay (weeks)

R2G = Customer demand-Past time period-Outgoing (PAX-Miles/week) 4

R2C = Customer demand-Past time period-Incoming (PAX-Miles/week)

f12G Rate of Change-over previous time period-Outgoing (PAX-Milesfweek/week)

RT'G2C Rate of Change-over previous time period-Incoming (PIX-Miles/week/week)

SR2c Smoothe= Rate of Chng.ige aver past SDP weeks-Outgoipig(PAX-Miles/week/week)

SR2G Smoothed Rate of Change over past SDP weeks-Ougcoming (PAX-Miles/week/week

The above equations complete the modeling of customer demand for and
the movement of PAX out of and into CONUS, with the coimnercial buy requirements
genc'ated by this movement and the military capability required for the balance.

,l list of all variables identified in Figure 2 and their corresponding
initial conditions and parameters is given in Appendix II.

Figure 3

Customer demand for and the movement of desigiated SAAM and Exercise
requirerents are modeled in Figure 3. This segment of the total model is similar
to the Cargo and PAX segments of Figures 1 and 2. The equations are also
similar and will utilize the numbers "3" and "4' to represent SAAM's and
Exercises, respectively.

3.01 D3S = Custonter demand for SAAM (Ton-Miles/week)

3.02 Il!E = Customer demand for Exercises (Ton-Miles/week.

As before, the movement rate to MAC terminals is assumed to equate
the customer demard, which is the exegenous variable.

Ml

=I-
- - -~ u-~ - -M
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There fore,

3.05 IS3.KL = D3S.K

3.06 iS4.KL = D4F.K

IS3 = Incoming SAAM requirements (Ton-Miles/week)

IS4 = Incoming Exercise requirements (Ton-Miles/week)

The movement of SAA1M and Exercise requirewf its is represented, in this case,
by third order delay functions. This provides for more realistic simulation of
the planning and lead time allowed in SAAM and E;xercise -movement.

3.07 IN3.K = IN3.J + DT(IS3.JK - S3S.JK)

3.09 S3S.KL = Delay3(IS3.JK, D34)

3.62 D34 = Delay in SAAM movement (weeks)

S3S = Shipment of SAAM Requirements (Ton-Miues/week)

IN3 = Inventory of Planned SAAM movement (Ton-Mile,,'week)

3.08 IN4.K = UN4.J + :T(IS4.JK - S4E.JK)

3.10 S&E.KL = Delay3(iI4.Jr, D316)

3.63 D316 = Delay in Exercise movement (weeks)

IN4 = Inventory of Plann'ed Exercise Movement (Ton-Miles)

SAE = Shipment of Exercise Requirements (Ton-Miles/week)

Both S..'= and Exercise recuirements are smoothed for forecasting purposes
in the model. The rate of change in the demand for SAiM and Exercise require-
ments is also determined.

3.64 D312 = Delay in smoothing SAAM (weeks)

3.65 D38 = Delay in smoothing Exercises (weeks)

3.11 SD3.K = SD3.J + (DT/D312)(iS3.JK - SD3.J)

3.12 SD4.K = SD4.J + (DT/D38)(Is4.JK - SD4.Jp

SD3 = Smoothed demand for SAA4's (Ton-Miles/week)

SD4 - Smoothed demand for Exercises (Ton-Miles/week)

3.15 R3.KL = IS3.JK

3.16 RM.AL = IS4.JK

-~v -_ - ~-~-~--~- -A
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R3 ISA.1iovement over previous time period (Ton-Miles/week)

R4 - Sxerse movement over previous time period (Ton-Miles/week)

3.17 RT3.K = (l/DT)(IS3.JK - R3.JK)

3.1 RTr4.K = (l/DT)(TS4.JK - R4.JK)

RT3= Growth Rate in SA&M Demand over past DT (Ton-Miles/week/week)

RT4= Growth Rate in Exercise Demand over past DT (Ton-Miles/week/week)

3.19 SR3.K = SR3.J + (DT/SDS)(RT3.J - SR3.J)

3.20 SR4.K = SR4.J + (DT/SDS)(RT.4.J - SR4.J)

SR3 = Smoothed Rate of Growth over past SDS weeks (Ton-Miles/week/week)

SR4 Smoothed Rate of Growth over past SDS weeks (Ton-Miles/week/week)

3.70 SDS = Smoothing Delay (weeks)

It is assumed that the movement of SAANM's and Exercise requirements
is accomplished by military capability only. The military capability required
for SAAM and Exercise movement is determined and allocatcd first with the
remaining military capability utilized for Cargo and PAX movement. The
modeling of this series of decisions is shown in Figure 4.

The SAAM and Exercise flying hours utilized in later expense calculations
is modeled as a segment of Figure 3. The flying hours generated is determined
by dividing the ton-miles flown by the speed of the aircraft and its capacity.
Both SAAM and Exercises are billed on a total capacity basis.

Flying hours Material Moved (Ton-MilesYWeek

Speed CapacIty (Miles) (Tons)Spee Caaciy (our)

The equations are therefore

3.66 SPD3 = Spaed of Aircraft (MPH)

3.67 SPD4 = Speed of Aircraft (MPH)

3.68 CAP3 Capacity of Aircraft (Tons)

3.69 CAP4 = Capacity of Aircraft (Tons)

.13 FH3.K = 53S.JK#/((SeD3) (CAP3))

3.14 FH4.K = S4E.JK/((SPD4) (CAP4))

F113 = Flying hours rate for SAAMi (Flying-hours/week)

FH4 = Flying hour.- rate for Exercise (Flying-hours/weekj

4
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This completes the modeling of customer demand for MAC services which
are billed under the Industrial Fund. Figures 1, 2, and 3 represent these
segments of the total model of the Industrial Fund.

A list of all variables identified in Figure 3 and their corresponding
initial conditions and parameters is given in Appendix Ill.

Frigure 4

We now turn to that segment of the model which represents the
determination of total military capability and allocates it to PAX, Cargo,
SAAM, and Exercise movement requirements. This is modeled in Figure 4 which
also includes the determination of flying hours for PAX and Cargo movement.
The flying hour information with that from Figure 3 is used as input in that
segment of the model where ASIF expense rates are modeled.

For simplification purposes we assume that MAC flies only the C141. The
total flying hours available per week is then calculated as follows:

4.01 TFHC.K = TAF.K * LAF

TFHC Total Flying Hours Capability (Flying-hours/week)

TAF Total Air Frames Available

UTAF Utilization of Air Frames (Flying-hours/week)

The total air frames available is an exogenous input and may be constant
or varied over time. The ecuation for TAF is written as follows:

4.03 TAF.K = TAFI + AFI.K

TAFTL fnitial Air Frames Available

AFL = Increased Air Frames put in service

AF1 represents a variable which increases or decreases the uiumber of air
fram- - available if so desired by the analyst. Initially, we have provided
for a growth of air frames available by the following equation.

4.02 AFI.K = RAMP(RMP, 5)

RMP = Rate of Growth of Air Frames (Air Frames/week)

The total flying hour capability is now converted to a ton-mile/week
capability by multiplying it by speed and capacity factors.

4.04 TCAP.K = TFHC.K * SPD * CAP
i "Flying hours Mleýs Tn

Ton-Miles/week F o i * TonsWeek Hour

TCAP = Total Military Capability Available (Ton-Miles/week)

S-~ -•-
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4.55 SPD = "'Peed of Aircraft (HPH)

4.56 CAP = Capability of Aircraft (Tons)

The first demand on military capability is for training and testing
requir.ements (TRN).

Training and testing requirements are assumed to be constant unless
the total commercial buy drops below a specified amount. When this occurs
there is an increase in te- in8 and training requirements until the commercial
buy has been increased to the desired minimum level. This represents a syster,
boundary condition for the model. MAC makes a .ommnitment to use a speciflied

minimum amount of commercial aircraft. As this minimum figure is approached,
military usage is increased so as to require the need for the minimum contract
figure.

Variables ERIC and ER2C represent the expense rate for the commercial
buy for Cargo and PAX requirements in dollars/week. This expense rate is
smoothed (averaged) over time peri.lds DXC and DXP to yield variables SXI and
SX2. In the initial model the smoothing time period for DXC and DXP is 25
weeks. I

The sum of SXi and SX2 gives a smoothed average weekly comercial cost.
This figure is now compared to the minimum average weekly commercial bu-
allowable (CEG) to determine whether training and testing requirements need to
be increased.

The following equations represent this decision series.

4.15 SXI.K = SXI.J + (DT!DXC)(ERlC.JK - SXI.J)

4.16 SX2.K = F 2 .J + (DT/DXP)(ER2C.JK - SX2..2)

SXI = Smoothed commercial expense rate-Cargo (dollare/week)

SX2 = Smoothed comnercial exp~ense rate-PAX (dollars/week)

4.71 DXC = Delay in smoothing (weeks)

4.72 DXP = Delay in smoothing (weeks)

4.17 SXX.K = SXI.K + SX2.K

SXX = Srmoothed Total Commercial Expense Rate (S/week)

4.18 !-rO.K = SLX./CEG

RTO - Ratio Actual Expense to Minimum Allowed

4.69 CEG = Minimum Allowable Commercial Buy Rate ($/week)

It is assumed that if RTO is equal to or greater than 1 no increase is
necessary for testing and training requirements (T.RN). If RTO is less than 1,
T&N will be increased by a multiplier M2T. For the purposes of the basic model

S•U
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the following relationship between RTO ind the multiplier MLT is assumed.

Wien RTO equals I or greater, 11L9 equals 1
'it f i 0.9 NLT equals 1. 1
SI C 50.8 o of1.3

FW` 0.7 of o 1.5

" :: ::0.5 1.
0.4 2.0 -

I SI U0.3 i to2.3_

II U I 0.2 552.5

It U~0.1 I i3

U 5 50 I,5

It is also assumed that the actual decision to chaage t-esting and trainingI
requirements woulid be based on the average multiplier, so the multiplier is
smoothed over a one-week interval.

4.14 ?TLTD.K =MLTD.J + (DT/DMA)(MLT.J -MLTD.1J)

MULD = Multiplier delayed

4.65 DMA =Delay (weeks)

'The equation for TRN, testing and training, is now represented as follows:

4.13 TRN.K = TRNI * MLTO.K

TRN = Testing and Training Requirement (Ton-Miles/week)

TRIZI Initial TRKN Requirement's (Th~n-Miles/week)

The actual training rate is then

4.05 TRNLR.KL =TRW.K

TRNNR = TRN Rate (Ton-Miles/week)ME

For forecasting purposes an arveraged (smoothed) testing and training
rate is calculated.

4.07 SM-A.K =Slqrl.j + (DT/D428)(TRNR.JK - SMT.J)

SWT Smoothed Testing and Training Requirements

4.57 D4128 Delay in Sm1 oothing (weeks)

The actual military capability now available for moving Cargo and PAJX
requirementa is the total capability (TCAP) less that capability allocated to
SAAUM 0S3S), E~xercise (AE~) and testing and training (TRN). This equation is
written as follows:

4.66 ACAP.K = TCAP.K - S3S.JK - S4F.jK - TPN.K

ACAP Available military Capability (Ton-Mites/week)

4,
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This quantity is now reduced by the capability allocated to PAX
movement, variable MPR of Figure 2. This variable dimensionally was
PAX-Miles/week apd must first be converted to an equivalent Ton-Miles/week.
This is modeled as follows:

4.11 PMC.K = MPR.K * PAX

PMC = Military Capability Allocated to PAX (Ton-Miles/week)

•T4.59 PAX = Conversion Factor (Ton-Miles/PAX-Miles)

This capacity is now reduced further by a PAX positioning and depositioning
factor (PPD).

4. 0 0 PCA.K - PMC.K * PPD

PCA = Total Military Capability required for PAX (Ton-Miles/week)

The Military Capability available for Cargo movement is now

4.08 CCA.K = ACAP.K - PCA.K

CCA = Mii~tary Cargo Capability (Ton-Miles/week)

This variable, referenced earlier, is an input to Figure I to cover Cargo
demand.

The MAC flying hours generated by PAX and Cargo movement are now
calculated by converting Ton-Miles/week to flying hourp by dividing by
speed and capacity variables.

4.12 FH2.K PCA.K/((S418)(C417))

4.10 FHl.K = CCA.K/((S423)(C424))

"FH2 = Flying Hours-PAX - (Flying hours/week)

FIl = Flying Hours-Cargo - (Flying hours/week)

4.60 S418 = Speed of Aircraft (MPH)

4.62 S423 = Speed of Aircraft (MPH)

4.61 C417 Capacity of Aircraft (Tons)

4.63 C424 Capacity of Aircraft (Tons)

This completes the identification of variables and equations for
that segment of the model repreenttd by Figure 4. This segment of the model
has determined the military capability available and illocated it according
to ASIF priorities to testing and training, SAAM, ExerLise, PAX, and Cargo
requirements.

A list of all variables identified in Figure 4 and their corresponding
initial conditions and parameters is given in Appendix IV.
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Figure 5

After a service has been provided by MAC, either moving cargo or
passengers, the customer is then billed according to a tariff structure. Tariffs
are calculated so as to provide income to the Industrial Fund sufficient to recover
all Industrial Fund expenses. As noted earlier, the Industrial Fund is charged
with "breaking even" over a two-year period.

In Figure 5 those variables which model the Industrial Fund manifesting
and billing procedure are identified.

The Industrial Fund manifests covering cargo or passenger movement are
initiated within the originating terminal at the time the material or passengers
are shipped. The shipping rate for Cargo, PAX, SAAN. and Exercise as modeled
in Figures 1, 2, and 3, is utilized to model the initiating of the flow ef manifests
from the terminal to the Numbered Air Force, and then to MAC Headquarters where
customer billing takes place.

The processing of Industrial Fund manifests is assumed to be the same
for Cargo. PAX, SAAM, and Exercise, so the modeling of each is similar. The
Industrial Fund manifest rate is initiated by the shipment and is therefore
equal to the shipping rate. I
5.16 MRI.KL = SIGT.K + SICT.K

MR1 = Manifest rate-Cargo (Ton-Miles/week) -I

The terminal processes these manifests and sends them on to the Numbered Air
Force.

5.01 TPl.KL = DELAY 3(MRI.JK, D513)

5.50 D513 = Delay in processing (weeks)

TPI = Terminal processing rate-Cargo (Ton-Miles/week)

The Numbered Air Force, after processing, forwards the manifest orn
to MAC Headquarters for billing.

5.02 FF1.KL = DELAY 3(TPI. K, D516)

5.51 D516 = Delay in processing (weeks)

FP1 = Air Force processing rate-Cargo (Ton-Mile3/weIL k) -

At MAC Headquarters the customer billing is performed based on manifests rec.eived
from the Numbered Air Force. I
5.03 14PI.KL = DELAY 3(FPI.JK, D519) A5.52 D519 = Delay in processing (weeks)

MPI MAC billing rate-Cargo 'Ton-Miles/week)

=NI
___ -- -- ,-N~*
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in each case it is assumed that a third order delay will replicate
the relationship between work input rate ai a the dispersion of the work output
rate.

The variables identified above and their equations represent the modeling
of the Industrial Fund processing of Cargo manifests. The processing of PAX,
SA.AM, and Exercise manifests follow the same procedure and have been modeled
in a similar manner. The resulting equations are as follows:

5.09 MR2.KL = S2GT.K + S2CT.K

MR2 = Manifest rate-PAX (PAX-Miles/week)

5.04 TP2.KL = DELAY 3(1tR2.JK, 1)523)

5.53 D523 = Delay in processing (weeks)

TP2 = Terminal processing rate-PAX (PA•X-Miles/week)

5.05 FP2.KL = DELAY 3(TP2.JK, D526)

5.54 D526 = Delay in processing (weeks)

FP2 = Air Force manifest processing rate-PAX (PAX-Miles/week)

5.06 MP2.KL = DELAY 3(FP2.JK. D529)

5.55 D529 = Delay in processing (weeks)

MP2 = MAC billing rate-PAOX (PAX-Miles/week)

5.10 MR3.KL = DELAY 3(IS3.JK, D34) *

MR3 = Manifest rate-SAAM (Ton-Miles/week)

5.11 MIR4.KL = DELAY 3(iS4.JK, D316)

,R4 = Manifest rate-Exercise (Ton-Miles/weekW

* (The manifest rate for SAleM and Exercise is also equal to
the shipping rate fer each service. See Figure 3 for equations for
S3S and S4E.)

5.07 TP3.KL = DELAY 3(MR3.JK, D533)

5.08 TP4.KL = DELAY 3(MR4.JK, D543)

5.56 D523 = Delay in processing (weeks)

5.57 D543 = Delay in processing (weeks)

TP3 = Terminal processing rate-SAAM (Ton-Miles/week)

TP4 = Terminal processing rate-Exercise (Ton-Miles/week)



5.12 FP3.KL =DELAY 3(T?3.jK, D536)

5.13 FP4.KL =DELAY 3(TP4.JK, D546)

5.58 D536 Delay in processing (weeks)

5.59 0546 =Delay in processing (weeks)

FP3 =Air Foxice processing rate-SAAM (Ton-Miles/week)

FI4 Air Force processing rate-Exercise (Ton-Miles/week)

5.14 MP3.KL = DELAY 3(FP3.JK, 0539)

5.135 MP4.KL = DELAY 3(PP4.JK, D549

5ý60 D539 =Delay in processing (weeks)

5.61 D549 =Delay in processing (weeks)

MP3 = MAC billing rate-SAAM (Ton-Miles/week)

111A MAC billing rate-Exercise (Ton-Miles/week)

This completes the identification of those level and rate equations
which represent the processing of Industrial Fund manifests aftei theA
customer's demand for Cargo, PAX, SAAM, or Exercise movement has been completed.

in~aA list of all variables identifi-ed in Figure 5 and their corresponding
iiilconditions and parameters is giveir in Appendix V.

The final processing of the industrial Fund manifest results in the
customer billing. This is influenced by t:he tariffs for Cargo PAX, SAAM, and
Exercise movement. The customer billing results in an accounts receivable
variable until the customer's payment is received. When payment is received,

the Accounts Receivable variable is reduced and cash on hand is increased. The

Industrial Fund also pays all expenses which have been generated in providingI

In Figure 6 we have modeled this segmnent of the system. We identify
and moidel the billing function as well as cash flowi.

The billing rates from Figure 5 (MPl, MP2, MF3, and 1i4 represented

4 the completion of Industrial Ftmd manifests and were in Ton-Miles/week orI
FAX-Miles/week. Information from these variables with information about the
t-iriff structure now enables us to determine the billing rates in s/week.

The equatiotits for '4eteimining the tariff variables will be described later.

At the present time we identify them as follows:

11.69 TRi Cargo Tariff ($!Ton-mile)

11.70 TRF-2 =FAX Tariff ($IFAX-mile)

11.71 TRF'2 SMMAY and Exercise Tariff ($iTion-mile)
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"The customer billing rates in d6llars/week are now identified by the

follow-ing variables and their corresponding rate equations:

6.01 BRI.KL = (TRFI.K)(MPI.JK)

6.02 BR2.KL (TRF2.K) (MP2.JK)

6.03 BR3.KL (TRF3.K)O(,3.JK)

6.04 BR4.KL = (TRF4.K)(IP4.JK)

Variables ARI, AR2, AR3 and AR4 represent MAC Accounts Receivables.
Rate equations 6.05, 6.06, 6.07 and 6.08 represent the customer's payment rates
or cash receipt rate. A third order delay equation is assumed to represent
the delay between customer billing and receipt of customer payment. Equations
for the accounts receivable variables are not required.

ARI = Accounts Receivable-Cargo ($)

AR2 = Accounts Receivable-PAX ($)

AR3 = Accounts Receivable-SAAM ($)

AR4 = Accounts Receivable-Exercise 9s)

6.05 CRI.KL = DELAY 3(BRI.JK, D614)

6.61 D614 = Delay in payment (weeks)

6.06 CR2.KL = DELAY 3(BR2.JK, D624)

6.07 CR3.KL = DELAY 3(BR3.JK, D534)

6.08 CR4,KL = DELAY 3(BR4.JK, D644)

6.62 D624 = Delay in payment (weeks)

* 6.63 D634 Delay in payment (weeks)

6.64 D644 = Delay in payment (weeks)

CRI Cash Receipt rate-Cargo (S/week)

CR2 = Cash Receipt rate-PAX ($/week)

CR3 = Cash Receipt rate-SAAtN ($/week)

CR4 = Cash Receipt rate-Exercise ($/week)

The Cash Income Rate (CIR = $/week) is the sumn of variables 6.05, 6.06,
6.07, and 6.03 and the level of cash is then

6.09 CSII.K = CSII.J + DT(CRI.JK + CR2.JK + CR3.JK + CR4.JK - COR.JK)

CSII Cash (S)

I e-p
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Equation 6.10 is a control devi,'e. The ASIF specifies that cash on hand
should never go below $5,000,000. The cash outgo rate can then never be such to
reduce cash below this level. This boundary condition is modeled by the following
equations.

6.11 CSffr.K = (CSH.K - 5.0E6)

6.10 NCR. KL = (CSHT.K)/DT

CSIIT = Cash available to pay accounts C$)

NCR =Negative Cash Rate ($/week)

If there is sufficient cash available, it is assumed that the past due
account will be paid in full. if it is not, then the past due account
is increased by unpaid accounts and payment tried the next time period.

The past due account at any time then will be a function of the previous
past due account plus the sum of all expenses due for payment and less all
expenses paid.

6.12 PDA.K = PDA.J 4. DT(EPR.J - COR.JK)

PDA = Paso Due Account ($)

EPR = Expense Payment Rate ($/week)

COR = Cash Outgo Rate ($/week)

The desired cash payment rate is then

6.15 DcR.K = PDA.KIDT

DCR = Desired Cash Payment rate ($/week)

The equation for Cash Outgo Rate (COR) is now the smaller of variables
DCR.K and NCR.K.

6.14 COR.KL = MMt(DCR.K, NCR.JK)

The Expense Payment Rate (EPR) will be described after deveŽloping the
=equations and variables identifying the industrial Fund expense rates, for it is

the sum of all expense rates from Figures 7, 8, 9, & 10. (See pg. 39 of this report.%

A list of all variables identified in Figure 6 and their corresponding A
initial conditions and oarameters is given in Appendix VI.

Figure 7

The modeling of that segment of the Industrial Fund system which
represents the accounting for expenses and their payment was a difficult assignment.
A number of simplifying assumptions have been made with the hope that the
significant and dynamic aspects of the real system have not been disturbed.
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Expenses are generated by the movement of Cargo, PAX, SAAI, and
Exercise. All expenses are identified according to the demand classification
and then are further 3egregated as being an Administrative, Base level, Depot,
POL, or Commercial expense. (SAAM and Exercise do not generate conmmercial
expense.)

Expenses are asstaned to be a function of the number of flying hours
generated and some constant charge each week. This function varies between
Cargo, PAX, SAAM, and Exercise and between Administration, Base level, Depot
and POL categories.

Figure 7 represents the model for Cargo expenses by expense category.
The variables and variable equations for Cargo shipments will first be explained
and MAX, SAAN, and Exercise variables and equations will be .im lar.

We have assumed that the expense rate is a function of a fixed cost
and a variable cost which is a functicn of the flying hours generated. These
expense rates generate the accounts payable account wihich is reduced Ly an
expense payment rate. The expense payment rates are inputs which influence
the past due account described and modeled in Figure 6. it has been assumed
that the expense payment rates can be represented by 3rd order delay functions.

The accounts payable variable for each expense category is identified
in Figure 7 in the following manner.

EPIA = Accounts Payable-Cargo-Administration ($)

EPIB = Accritnts Payable-Cargo-Base level ($)

EPID = Accounts Payable-Cargo-Depot ($)

EPIP Accounts Payable-Cargo-POL ($)

"EPIC = Accounts Payable-Cargo-Cotwnercial ($)

Administrative expenses are assumed to be a fixed cost each week. This
cost is an exogenous input.

7.50 E710 = Expense rate ($/week)

71The expense rate is then

7.04 ERIA.KL = (E710)

7.05 PRIA.KL = DELAY 3(ERIA.JK, D713)

7.59 D713 = Delay in payment (weeks)

ERIA = Expense rate-Cargo-Administration ($/week)

PRIA = Payment rate-Cargo-Administration ($/week)
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V The base level expenses are a function of a fixed cost per week
and the number of flying hours flown.

k 7.52 E715 Ex;.ense rate ($/week)

7.53 E716 = Expense rate ($/flying hour)

The flying hours are obtained from that segment of the model described
in Figure 4, equation 4.10.

I 7.01 ER1B.KL = (E715) + (E716)(FHI.K)

ERIB = Expense rate-Cargo-Base level ($/week)

?.06 FRIB.KL = DELAY 3(ERIB.JK, D720)

7.60 D720 = Delay in payment (weeks)

PRIB = Payment rate-Cargo-Base level ($/week)

Depot expenses are determined in a similar manner.

7.55 E722 i Expense rate ($/week)

7.56 E723 = Expense rate ($/flying hour)

7.02 ERID.KL = (E722) + (E723)(FHI.K)

7.07 PRID.KL = DELAY 3(ERID.JK, D726)

7.61 D726 f Delay in payment (weeks)

ERID = Expense rate-Cargo-Depot ($/week)

PRID = Payment rate-Cargo-Depot ($/week)

The POL expenses are assumed to be influenced by only the number of
flying hours generated.

7.57 E728 = Expense rate (S/flying hours)

7.03 ERIP.KL (E728) (MHI.K)

7.08 PRIP.KL = DELAY 3(ERIP.JK, D731)

7.62 D731 = Delay in payment (weeks)

ERIP = Expense rate-Cargo-POL ($/week)

PRIP = Payment Rate-Cargo-POL (S/week)

The commercial expense is assumed to be based on the ton-miles moved by
conmercial contract.

7.58 E733 Expense rate (S/ton-miles)

NJ
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7.09 (ERIC.KL) (E733)(CB1.JK)

7.10 PRIC.KL = DELAY 3(ERIC.JK, D736)

7.63 D736 = Delay in payment (weeks)

ERIC = Expense rate-Cargo-Commercial ($/week)

PRIC = Payment rate-Cargo-Commercial ($/week)

This completes the identification of those variables and their equations
which represent that segment of the model covering expenses generated within
the industrial Fund when moving cargo for its customers. The equations for
modeling expenses associated with the movement of PAX, SAAM and Exercise will
be similar.

A list of all variables identified in Figure 7 and their corresponding
initial conditions and parameters is given in Appendix VII.

Figure 8

Figdre 8 shows those variables wh.zh represent that segment of the model
representing the experses associated wi'.n PAX movement. The equations are the
same as for cargo movement (Figure 7) w1.th the exception of the numeral 2, to
represent PAX, in place of the numeral 1, which represented Cargo.

The accounts payable variables are

EP2A = Accounts Payable-PAX-Administration ($)

EP2B = Accounts Payable-PAX-Base level (SI

EP29 = Accounts Payable-PAX-Depot ($)

EP2P = Accounts Payable-PAX-POL (5)

EP2C = Accounts Payable-PAX-Commercial ($) I
8.50 E810 = Expense rate ($/week)

8.51 E815 = Expense rate ($/week)

8.52 E316 = Expense rate (S/flying hour)

8.54 E822 = Expense rate ($/week)

8.55 E823 = Expense rate (S/flying hour)

8.56 E828 = Expense rate (S/flying hour)

8.57 E833 P .Expense rate (R/PAR-miles)

8.01 ER2A.ML = (E810)

8.02 PR2A;.KL DELAY 3(F.R2A.JK, P813)

- .~- -- =- = - .-- 3
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Flying hours for PAX movement are obtained from variable 4,12 in
Figure 4.
8.03 ER2B.KL = (E815) + (E816)(FI12.K)

8.04 PR2B.KL = DELAY 3(ER2B.JK, D820)

8.05 ER2D, KL = (EM22) + (E823) (F112.K)

8.06 PP,2D.KL = DELAY 3(ER2D.JK, D826)

8.07 ER2P.KL = (E828)(FH2.K)

8.08 PR2P.KL = DELAY 3(ER2P.JK, D831)

The conmercial buy in PAX-miles is represented by variable 2.20.

8.09 ER2C.KL = (E833)(CB2.K)

8.10 PR2C..L = DELAY 3(ER2C.JK, D836)

8.58 D813 = Delay in payment (weeks)

8.59 D820 - Delay in payment (weeks)

8.60 D826 = Delay in payment (weeks)

8,61 D831 ', Delay in payment (weeks)

8.62 D836 = Delay in payment (weeks)

A list of all variables identified in Figure 8 and their corresponding
init•el conditions and parameters is given in Appendix VIII.

Figure 9

Figure 9 identifies the variables representing the generation of
Industrial Fund expenses associated with the movement of SAAM.

The variable equations differ from Cargo and PAX variables only by
using the number 3 in the equations to represent SAAM.

The accounts payable variables are

EP3A Accounts Payable-SAAM-Admiaistration ($)

EP3B = Accounts Payable-SAAM-Base level ($)

EP3D = Accounts Payable-SAAM-Depot ($)

EP3P = Accounts Payable-SAAM-POL ($)

Iq
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9.50 E910 Expense rate-SAAtM ($Iweeks)

9.51 E915 = Expense rate-SAAM ($/weeks)

9.52 E916 = Expense zate-SAAM ($/flying hour)

9.54 E922 = Expense rate-SAAM ($/weeks)

9.55 E923 = Expense rate-SAAM ($/flyLng hour)

9.56 E928 = Expense rate-SAAM ($/flying hour)

9.57 D913 = Delay in payment (weeks)

9.58 D920 = Delay in payment (weeks)

9.59 D926 = Delay in payment (weeks)

9.60 D931 = Delay in payment (weeks)

9.08 ER3A.KL = (E910)

9.01 PR3A.KL = DELAY 3(ER3A.JK, D913)

Flying hours are obtained from variable 3.1? in Figure 3.

9.02 ER3B.IM, = (E915) + (E916)(FH3.K)

9.03 PR3B.KL = DELAY 3(ER3B.JK, D920)

9.04 ER3D.KL = (E922) + (E923)(FH3.K)

9.05 PR3D.KL = DELAY 3(ER3D.JK, D926)

9.06 ER3P.KL = (E928)(FH3.K)

9.07 PR3P.KL = DELAY 3(ER3P.JK, D931)

A list of all variables identified in Figure 9 and their corresponding
initial conditions and parameters is given in Appendix IX.

f.gure 10

In the same manner, -'igure 10 models those variables representing
the generaticit of expenses associated with the movement of Exercises. The
nxbe' 4 in tne equations denotes an "Exercise" movement.

The accour.ts p.ayable variables are

EP4A = Accounts Payable-Exercises-Administration (•

EP4B = Accounts Payable-Exercises-Base level (S)
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EP4D Accounts Payable-Exercises-Depot (5)

EP4P Accounts Payable-Exercises-POL ($)

10.50 ETIO = Expense rate (S/week)

10.51 ETI5 = Expense rate (S/week) z

10.52 ETI6 = Expense rate (S/flying hour)

10.54 ET22 = Expense rate (S/week)

10.55 ET23 = Expense rate ($/flying hour)

10.56 ET28 Expense rate ($/flying hour)

10.57 ETI3 = Delay in payment (weeks)

10.58 ET20 Delay in payment (weeks)

PI.59 ET26 = Delay in payment (weeks)

10.60 ET31 = Delay in paym•.nt (weeks)

10.02 ER4A.KL = (ETIO)

Flying hours are obtained from variable 3.14 in Figure 3.

10.03 PR4A.K, DELAY 3(-R4A.JK, DTI3'

10.01 ER4B.KL = (ETI5) + (ETI6)(FH4.K)

10.04 PR4B.KL = DELAY 3(ER4B.JK, DT20)

10.05 ER4D.KL = (ET22) + (ET23)(FI14.K)

10.06 PR4D.KL = DELAY 3(ER4D.JK, DT26)

10.07 ER4P.KL =(ET28) (Fr14.R')

10.08 PR4P.KL = DELAY 3(ER4P.JK, DT31)

Earlier the variable EPR (6.16) was identified as the expense payment rate
and equal to the summation of all expense rates from Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10.

Having now identified these variables, the expense payment rate (EPR)
for Cargo, PAX, SAAIM, and Exercise, identified in Figure 6, can now be expressed.

The Cargo experse payment rate (ERI) is the sum of the expense payment
-ates for Administration, Base level, Depot, POL, and coamnercial categories.

6.17 ERI.K = PRIA.JK + PRIB.JK + PRID.JK + PRIP.JK + PRIC.JK
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In the same manner

6.18 ER,.K = PR2A.JK + PR2B.JK + PR2D.JK + PR2P.JK + PR2C..JK

6.19 "O3.K = PR3A.JK + PR3B..JK. + PR3D.JK + PR3P.JK

6.20 I-,U(4.K = PR4A.JK + PR4B.JK + PR4D.JK + PR4P.JK

-RI = Cargo expense payment rate ($/week)

ER2 = PA- expense payment rate ($/week)

ER3 = SAM expense payment rate ($/week)

ER4 = Exercise expense payment rate ($/week)

The expense pay-,ment rate for the Industrial Fund is then the sum of
the above expense payment rates.

6.16 EPR.K = ERI.K + ER2.K + ER3.K + ER4.K

A list of all varioLlcs identified in Figure 10 and their correspondiag
initial conditions and parameters is given in Appendix X.

Figure Il

The Industrial Fund is charged with recovering ASIF expenses without
generating revenue in excess of expenses. While it is impossible and
impractical to maintain revenues equal to expenses over short run time
periods, the ASIF attempts to balance out total expenses and total revenue
at the end of a specified time period. At the present this time period is
two years.

In Figure Il the tariff change decision is modeled. This decision is
influenced by many factors and its modeling was difficult to achieve. As
presently conceptualized and modeled, it is assumed that the decision to
change the tariff is influenced by information from three sources.

First, it is assumed that the tariff will not be changed unless the
difference between total revenues and total expenses is greater than some
specified amount.

Second, it is assumed that the tariff will not be revised too frequently.
That is, the tariff may not be revised oftener than evex- 3 months or
every 6 months. This time period is modeled as a variable so the impact of
different time periods may be studied.

Third, it is assumed that the tariff will not be changed unless the amount
of change in tariff is greater than some minimum standard. That is, a 17. change
in tarifC may be deemed too small a change and delayed until it exceeds 27X or
some larger figure.

The modeling of the tariff change decision function requires firat a
recording of total revenue ano total expenses from time period 0. This
information is derive.] from the billing function of Figure 6 and the expense
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rate functions iii Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10.

We determine first the total expenses generated for each classification
of movement.

11.01 TCE.K = TCE.J + DT(ERIA.JK + ERIB.JK + ERID.JK + ERIP.JK + ERIC.JK)

TCE Total Cargo Expenses ($)

11.03 TPE.K TPE.J + DT(ER2A.JK + ER2B.JK - ER2I).JK + ER2P.JK + rzR2C.JK)

TPE Total PAX Expenses ($)

11.04 TSE.K TSE.J + DT(ER3A.JK + ER3B.JK + ER3D.JK + ER3P.JK)

11.06 T- :.K TEE.J + DT(ER4A.JK + ER4B.JK + ER4D.JK + ER4P.JK) AU

TSE = Total SAAM4 Expenses ($)

TEE = Total Exercise Expenses ($) I
The expense rates in the above equations are variables from Figures 7,

8, 9, and 10 as previously defined.

11.05 TE.K TCE.K + TPE.K + TEE.K + TSE.K

TE= Total Expenses All ASIF (S)

Total income is derived from the same variables used to determine the
billing rate.

For modeling purposes we wish to determine the level of income generated
by the movement of material and passengers. We therefore utilize information
on the manifest rate at the terminals to determine Industrial Fund income.

11.14 MIL.K = (Rl.JX)(TRFl.K)

11.15 I12.K = (NR2.JK)(TRF2.K)

11.16 M13.K = (MR3.JK)(TRF3.K)

11.17 m14.K - (MR4.JK)(TRF4.K)

Mi1 = Cargo Income Manifested (S/week)

M12 = PAX Income Manifested (S/week)

SMI3 = SAAM Income Manifested (S/week)

M14 Exercise Income Manifested (S/week)

The total income potential is theta influenced by the above rates over
t: inie.
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S11.08 TI.K TI.J + (D-T)(MII. + M12.J + M13.- + M14.3)

That portion of the total income generated which was due to PAX movement

is determined as follows

11.07 TPI.K = TPI.J + DT M12.J

TPI = Total PAX Income ($)

TI = Total Industrial Fund Income ($)

The Industrial Fund, charged with breaking even over time, maintains
an awareness of the differences between total income and total expenses. This
awareness is based on differences in income and expenses generated by both PILK
and Cargo (including SAAM and Exercise) movement.

The difference (between income and expenses) generated by PAX movement is
determined as follows:

11.13 PD.K = TPI.K - TPE.K

PD PAX difference ($)

Cargo expenses and income totals are assumed to be the difference between
total ASIF expenses and income generated and those expenses and income allocated
to PAX movement,

11.09 TECI.K TI.K - TPI.K

11.10 TrEE.K TE.K - TPE.K

TECI Total Cargo & SAAM, Exercise Income ($)

TCEE Total Cargo & SAM, Exercise Expenses (S)

The difference (between income and expenses) generated by Cargo movement,
including SAAM and Exercise, is now determined.

11 .I1 CD.K = TECI.K - TCEE.K

CD Cargo difference (S)

For identification purposes and increased communication, we will refer to
the difference between income and expenses as the "Out of Balance Condition",
or the OB.. Thus, PD will be the OBC in PAX movement and CD the OBC created by
Cargo, SAMi and Exercise movement.

We have assumed that the nut of balance position between expenses and
revenue for either Cargo or PAX will not influence a decision to revise the
tariff unless the OBC exceeds scme predetermined figure.

In the model of the Industrial Fund we have assinned that the allowable
OBC is a function of the income rate. The ratio of the ORC to the average income
is determined to represent this aspect of the decision function.

N•



The average income is identified as the smoothed average income over a

specified time period. Exponential averaging is again utilizedJ.A

11.18 SCI.K = SCT..J# + (DT/DEI5)(MIl.J - SCI.J)

11.19 SP1.K =SPI.J + (DT/DE16)(Mt2.J - SPI.J)

11.20 SSEI.K = SSEI.J + (DT/DE17)(MI3.j + ml4.j- SSEI.J)

11.21 SCEI.K = SCI.K + SSEI.K

SCI Sm~oothed Cargo Income (S/week)

-SPI =Smoothed PAX Income ($/week) 7

SS~1 Smoohed5MM-xercse ncom ($/eek

SCEI Smoothed CArgoSAA-Exercise i ncome ($/week)

DE15 = Delay ini Smocthing (weeks)

DE16 =De~lay in. Smoothing (weeks)

DE17 =Delay in Smoothing (ireeks)

The computation of a ratio of the OBC and the smoothed income gives an
indication of the magnitude of the OBC conipared to the average weekly income.

-~ In this basic model we have established the maximumi OBC as one week of average
income or a desired maximum ratio of 100. Variables 11.28 and 11.29 are the
computed ratios and 11.139 end 11.140 the desired ratios.

li.28 RC.K (100) CDX.K/SCEI.K

11.29 RP.K =(100) PDX.K/SPI.K

RC Ratio-Cargo (W

RP =Ratio-PAX (7,)

11.1319 DRC =Desired Ratio-Cargo (7.)

11.140 DRP Desired Ratio-PAX (7.)

(Note: The variable CDX used in equation 11.28 is the same absolute
quantity as the CD variable 11.11. CD may be positive or negative but in
calculating the ratio RC only the absolute OBC is desired. our model, therefore,
includes two additional equations 111.30 & 11.32.) to eliminate the possibilityV
of a negative sign. The same is true for FDX and PD and equations 11.31 and
11.33 assure the absolute value of PD being used in the calcul~ation of RP.K.)

it was indicated that the final decision to change the tariff is influenced
by three factors.

a) What is the degree of difference between expens~es and income?

b) Pow long has it been since the last tariff change?I
c) What magnitude of change is required?
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7he model must enable each of these three factors o 1e considered

and all three must signal a tariff change before the new tariff is initiated.

The model of this decision function will be described for the Cargo tarifffirst. Those variables which are a part of this decision, function and theirrelationship is modeled in Figure 11A.

This decision is being made at an instant in, time and is assumed to be
at time K. In another segment of the model the new proposed tariff has been
determined and 4.dentified as TRI.K. We are de-iding whether to use this tariff
rate, or the tariff rate used during tha previous time period which is
identified as TTl.K.

TTI.K is equal to TRFI of the last time period, or TRFI.J. The decision
options are a) whether the tariff, TRFI.K, during this present time period
will be the same as the tariff during the pas- time period and therefore equal
to TRFI.J, or b) whether the tariff, TRFI.K, will be the forecasted tariff and
therefore equal to TRI.K. As TRFI.J cannot be used directly in our modeling
equations due to the Dynamo Compiler, a new variable, TTI.K, is established to
identify the old tariff rate.

11.22 TTRI.KL = TRFI.K

11.25 TT1.K = TTRI.JK

Thus, equations 11.22 and 11.25 in effect establish Tri.K equal to TRFI.J.

In the same manner we calculate variables TT2 and TT3 which are equivalent
to TRF2.J and TRF3.J respectively.

11.23 TTR2.KL = TRF2.K

11.26 TT2.i" = TIR2.JK

11.24 TTR3.KL = TRF3.K

11.27 TT3.K i TTR3.JK

TTI = Cargo Tariff rate during past time period ($/Ton-mile)

TT2 = PAX Tariff rate during past time period (S/Ton-mile)

- "TT3 =SAM-Exercise Tariff rate during past time period (S!Ton-mile)

The first step in the decision now compares RC with DRC. If RC is less
than DRC the difference between total income and total expenses is not excessive
and the past tariff rate (rTI.K) will be continued for the next time period. If
the difference (RC) exceeds DRC, the new tariff rate (TRI.K) will be tried.

This step is modeled as follows:

11.34 F'7Tl.K = CL!P(TRI.K, ITI.K, RC.K, DRC)

FTTI = First Tariff Try - Cargo

v1
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The second step in the decision compares the period of time since the
last decision to chbiige rt e tariff with some. desired minimum time period. The
result of the first decision (FTTI) is again evaluated against the original
or previous tariff (TTI). This assures that all three decisions must favor the
tariff change before it is finally initiated.

This step is modeled as follows:

11.42 STTI.K CLIP(FTTl.K, TTI.K, TMD1.K, DTMD)

DTID = Desired Time Delay in Changing Tariff (weeks)

TMDl = Time Delay since Last Tariff Change (weeks)

STTI = Second Tariff Try-Cargo

When the time since the last tariff change is less than that desired,
the old tariff (TTI) will remain effective. However, when that time since the
last change exceeds the desired time delay, the result of the first decision
(FTTI) will be implemented.

The third step in the decision compares the magnitude of the tariff change
proposed with some desired minimum change (DCH).

T"he tariff change being considered is determined by the following equation:

11.45 DFI.K = STTl.K - TTI.K

This variable may be positive or negative but needs to be used as an
absolute value for future calculation. Equation 11.48, vatiable DF4, establishes
the opposite sign for the variable DFI and the positive sign is then selected.

11.51 DF7.K = MAX(DFI.K, DF4.K)

Thu degree of change proposed is then equal to the ratio of the change
pz.posed to the old tariff.

11.54 TCHIK = (l/TTI.K)(DF$.K)

TCH a Tariff Change (Fraction)

The new tariff (TRFl) is now established as equal to the old tariff (TTM)
if the degree of change (TCHI) is less than a desired iminimum (DCH). The
tariff (TRFI) will be set equal to the previous decision (STTI) if the
tariff change exceeds the desired minimum. This is modeled as follows:

11.69 TRF1.K = CLIP (STTI.K, TTI.K, TCHI.K, DCH)

TRFI - Cargo Tariff ($/?on-miles)

The second decision (STTI) will be equal to the old tariff (TTI) unless
both the out-of-balance position and the time constraints signaled for a
tariff change. Thus, tf this last test is passed, the new tariff will be
initiated and the time of the last tariff change must be equated to the present
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time. This is modeled as follows:

11.57 DTMI.K CLIP (TIME.K, PTMI.K, TCIII.K. DCH)

TIME TIME into model run (weeks)

PTMI TIME of last tariff change (weeks)

Thus, if a tnriff change is signaled as TCHI is greater than DCII, then
DMI1 is set equal to the present TIME. Otherwise, it is left equal to the time
of the previous change (PTMl). Also,

11.60 DETI.KL = DTMI.K

11.63 PTMI.K = DETI.JK

The time since last change (TMD!) is then

I'.66 TMD1.K TLME.K - PTMI.K

The above equations are .-eplicated to model the decision "'-z. *n for
determining whether the PAX tariff needs to be revised. (See 1 IB) The
equations for the PAX decision are as follows:

11.35 FTT2.K = CLIP (TR2.K, TT2.K, RP.K, DRP)

11.43 STT2.K = CLIP (FTT2.K, TT2.K, TMD2.K, DTID))

11.46 DF2.K = STT2.K - TT2.K

9' 11.52 DF8.K = MAX (DF2.K, DF5.K)

11.55 TCH2.K = (I/TT2.F')(DF8.K)

11.70 TRF2.K n CLIP (STT2.K, TT2.K, TCH2.K, DCH)

11.64) PTM2.K =DET2.JK

11.67 TTMD2.K =TIME.K - PTM2.K

for In the same manner, equations for replicating the decision function

for changing the SASH and Exercise tariff are determined. (See Figure llCI

11.36 FTT3.K = CLIP(TR3.K, TT3.K, RC.K, DRC)

11.44 STT3.K = CLIP(FTT3.K, TT3.K, T.MD2.K DThM)

11.47 DF3.K = STT3.K - TT3.K

11.53 DF9.K = MAX (DF3.K, DF6.K)

11.56 TCII3.K = (1/TT3.K)(DF9.K)

11.71 TRF3.K = CLIP (SIT3.K, 173.K, TC113.K, DCHI,
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11.59 DTM3.K = CLIP (TIM4E.K, PTM3.K, TCH3.K, DCH)

11.62 DET3.KL = DTM3.K

11.65 PTM3.K = DET3.JK

11.68 TMD3.K = TIHE.K - PTM3.K

A list of all variables identified in Figure 11 and their corresponding
initial conditions and parameters is given in Appendix XI.

Figure 12

The proposed tariffs (TRI, TR2, TR3) are determined after considering
the forecasted demand for Cargo, PAX, SAAM and Exercise and allocating
forecasted capabilities and expenses to each classification of demand. This
has been modeled in three segments, one representing forecasted capability
and its allocation, one the forecasted usage or demand, and finally the fore-
casted expenses. These variables then influence the proposed new tariff.

The modeling of forecasted military capability and its allocation to
Cargo and PAX plus the determination of commercial requirements to cover any
defects is basically a replication of Figure 4. Military capability is determined
and allocated to Cargo and a portion of the PAX requirements (the major portion
being covered by conunercial buy) with the balance of the Cargo covered by
additional commercial buy. This seginent of the system is modeled in Figure 12.

The forecast military capability is based on the current capability
available (variable 4.04) as modeled in Figure 4. This figure, reduced by
forecasted ZAAIM and Exercise demand and forecasted test and training demand is
identified as variable 12.01 and represents the total military capability
available for forecast Cargo and PAX usage. (See Figure 13)

12.01 FCAP.K = TCAP.K - SMT.K - FD34.K

FCAP = Forecast Cargo - PAX Capability (Ton-Miles/week)

FD34 = Forecast SAAM-Exercise Requirement (Ton-Miles/week)

TCAP = Total Capability (Ton-Miles/week)

SMT = Smoothed testing and training (Ton-Miles/week)

From Figure 13 we obtain information regarding the portion of PAX
requirements which are to be covered by military capability. This information
is represented by variable F2A which is the difference between the total PAX
forecasted requirements and the portio, covered by conmmercial requirements.

12.05 F2A.K = FD2X.K - FCB2.K

F2A = PAX Demand covered by Military (PAX-Miles/wcek)

We convert this to ton-miles per week.

S12.09 FPR.K =2A.K/FPX 4t

FPAX = Conversion rector - (PAX-Miles per Ton-Miles)
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This requirement is t'hen increased to cover positioning and depositioning
time.

12.03 iU;'C.K PPD *FPR.K

FPC M ;ilitary capability allocated to PAX (Ton-Miles/week)

The military capability allonated to Cargo is now the bilance left after
covering PAX requirements.

12.02 FCC.K =FCAP.K - FPC.K

FCC = Military Capability allocated to Cargo (Ton-Miles/week)

This is reduced to allow for positioning and depasitioning time and the
balance is used to cover the forecasted Cargo demand.

12.04 FlA K CPD * FCC.K

FlA Military Capability to cover Cargo Demand (Tcn-Miles/week)

Variables 12.06, 12.07, and 12.08 are levels of information needed to
calculate the arecasted tariff in Figure 14.

12.06 FWCI.K = FCC.K + FCB1.K

FMC1 Forecast Military plus Coimmercial Cargo Capability (Ton-Miles/week)

12.07 FMC2.K =FPC.K + F2R.K

FMC2 =For-ecast M~ilitary plus Ccnm'ercial PAY Capability (Ton-Miles/week)

12.08 'trC.K FX4Cl.K 4- FFCZ.Kt + FD34.K

FTC FoL'ecast Total Coiriarcial. plus Military Capability including
SWI, and Exercise ILTon-Miletdv-eek)

A list of ail varitibles identified in Figure 12 and their corresponding
initial cc-ditions "~td parameters is given in Aprpendix XII.

Figure 13

Tlhe indunstrial .Fuzrd tariff is esta-dished to r'cover forecasted expenses
and correct the OSC (Figujre 11) ewer time. fram r~-wenue anticipat~ed from
forecaste%'. donard cýor M4AC G8-,viCe-s. T11 the In~dustrial Pund system., forecasts
come from -he MACC cvstemers. in our model of the system some method was needed
cc. simulate this actica. it w-a decided tc' assume thit the forecasted demand
for a service woold be a functioz of

a) the smoot~hed wverag* demand over the past, azd
i) the itmorothed average t-atr of ebaet-e ;n den.maid aver Elhe pent.

From Pigiere 1 and variablex- 1.17 and 1.13 the smc-othed customer demand
iiCar~d SvDIC) is a't-2inct; for outgoing and inccnning Cargo wovem'Leit. A-.so,

from Figlize 1 infbrmatian regar-3ing the r'ata of clhange In ct-,stom.er decnand
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14(VI" and SR1C) is obtained from variables 1.22 and 1.23,

The Industrial Fund has a charge to break even (total expense total
revenue) over two-year intervals. It was therefore assumed rhat the system
first attempts to break even when TINE = 2 ye&rs and will adjust tariffs as
necessary to achieve this objective until TIME = 1 year at which time the
system selects a new break even point as TMlE 3 years. The time for breaking
even is therefore always betweep I and 2 years in the future. This prevents
tariffs from becoming much too high or too low because of a short time interval
for correcting the OBC.

A =Thus, from time 0 until the end of year 1 the adjustment point is
the end of year 2. From the start of year 2 until the end of year 2, the
adjustment point is the end of year 3. This information is modeled as follows:

The adjustment point in the future is equal to XYZ.

15.18 XYZ.K XYZI + TIS.K

XYZI 104 weeks (2 years)

This point is updated each year by TIS, which increases XYZ by 52 weeks
at the end of each year, thereby always keeping the adjustment point sometime
between one and two years in the ftture. (See variable 15.19 cf Appendix XV)

The forecasted change in demand is now assumed to be the average change
from the present until the end of atijustmeat period. This is given by the
variable

13.19 G1G.K = (SRIG.K)O(TT.K)/2

"15.01 TIM.K XYZ.K - TIME.K

TIM = Adjustment Period (weeks)

GIG Average change in Cargo demand-outgoing- over adjustment period
(Ton-Miles/week)

TIME Present time in simulated run

The forecasted demand rate for the adjustment period is now the average
demand plus !:he change in demand forecasted. This demand is dis6 increased
to allow for less than 007, utilipation of the air frames capacity.

FDIG.K = (I/FUIG)(SDIG.K + (IG.K)

Forecasts can be in error and so, as to be able to test the sensitivity
of the system to forecasting errors, we have introduced a noise Etinction in
the forecast. This is accomplished by multiplying the foreast by random
numbers from a normal dist.ibution. To drmpen out the high trequency noise we
#then average (smooth) th- results. This results in the following equations in
place of the one given above for FDIG.
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13.01 FFDIG.K = (I/FUIG)(SDIG.K + GIC.K5

13.25 SFlG.K = (FFDlG.K) NORKRIN (MEAN, STDV2)

13.31 FDIG.K SMOOTH (SFIG.K, DEF2)

FDIG = Forecasted Demand-Cargo-Outgoing (Ton-Miles/week)

13.62 DEF2 Smoothing Time Period

In the above equations N,'C6MRN (MAN, STDV2) results in the Dynamo
Compiler selecting random numbers from a normal distribution with a mean of
'-fiAN and * standard deviation of STDV2. With various specifications for MEAN
and STDV2, we are able to simulate random variation in the forecasted demand
FFDIG.

The above equations represent ':he forecast for outgoing Cargo. Incoming
Cargo is forecasted in the same manner.

13.20 GIC.K = (SRIC.K)(TIM.K)/2

13.02 FFDIC.K = (I/FUlC)(SDIC.K + GIC.K)

13.26 SFlC.K = (FFDIC.K) NQRMRN (MEAN, STDV3)

13.32 FDIC.K = SMOOTH (SFIC.K, DEF3)

GIC Average Change in Cargo incoming over adjustment period (Ton-Miles/week)

FDIC Forecasted Demand-Cargo-Incoming (Ton-Miles/week)

13.63 DES3 = Smoothing Time Period

In the samne manner the equations for forecasted PAX outgoing and incoming
requirements are determined.

13.21 G2G.KY (SR2G.K)(T1M.K)/2

13.22 G2C.K = (SR2C.K)(TIlI.K)/2

13.03 FFD2G.K - (I/FU2G)(SD2G.K + G2G.K)

13.04 FFD2C.K = (I/FU2C)(SD2C.K + G2C.K)

13.27 SF2G.K (FFD2Gv) NOFMN (MEAN, STDV4)

13.28 SF2C.K (FFD2C.K) NORMRN (MEAN, STDVS)

13.34 FD2G.K = SMOOTH (SF2G.K(, DEF4)

13.33 FD2C.K SMOOTH (SF2C.K, DEFP)

G2G = Average Change in PAY-Outgoin_ over adjustment period (PAX-Miles/week)

G2C = Average Change in PAX-Incoming over adjustment period (PAX-Miles/weekc)

£E
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FD2I Forecasted DemaId-PAX-Outgoing (PAX-Miles/week)

FD2C = Forecasted Demand-PAX-Incoming (PAX-Miles/week)

13.64 DEF4 S temothing Time Period

13.65 DEF5 Smoothing Time Period

SAAM and Exercise Demand is treated in this same manner.

13.23 C3.K = (SR3.K)(TIM.K)/2

i3.24 G4.K = (SR4.K)(TIM.K)/2

13.05 FFD3.K = SD3.K + G3.K

13.06 FFD4.K = SD4.K + G4.K

13.29 SF3.K = (FFD3.K) NORMRN (MEAN, STDV6)

13.30 SF4.K = (FFD4.K) NORMRN (ML.AN. STDV7)

13.35 FD3.K = SMOOTH (SF3.K, DEF6)

13.36 FD4.K = SMOOTH (SF4.K, DEF7)

G3 = Average Change in SAAM over ,djustment period (Ton-Miles/week)

G4 = Average Change in Exercise over adjustment period (Ton-Miles/weck)

FD3 = Forecasted Demand-5 AAM-(Ton-Miles/week)

FD4 = Forecasted Demand-Exercise-(Ton-Miles/week)

13.66 DEF6 = Smoothing TL-ie Period

13.67 DEF= Smoothing Time Period

The forecasted demand for SAAM and Exercise is then

13.07 FD34.K = FD3.K + FD4.K

FD34 Total SAAM-Exercise Demand (Ton-Miles/week)

[This information (FD34) was utilized in Figure 12 to determine total
military capability availuble for Cargo and PAX (FCAP).1

The forecasted Cargo capability is now assumed to be twice the larger
denand between outgoing and incoming.

13.08 FMXI.K - MAX(FDIG.K, FDlC.K)

13.09 FD1X.K 2 *, FMXI.K
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13.10 FMX2.K = M1AX(FD2G.K, FD2C.K)

•_13.11 FD2X.K = 2 -_ M-12.K

FDIX Forecasted ,.ilitar- capability demanded-Cargo (Ton-Miles/week)

FD2X Forecasted military capability demanded-PAX (PAX-Miles/week)

The Industrial Futtd covers the mejor portion of rAX demand by commercial
buy. Thus,

13.15 FCB2.K FD2X.K * CBY

FCB2 = Forecasted Commercial Buy-PAX (PAX-Miles/week)

13.74 CDY = % of Demand covered by Commercial Buy

The forecasted cost of the ccmmercial buy is now

13.18 FPER.K CC17 * FCB2.K

FPER = Forecasted cost of PAX buy (SIweek)

13.75 CC17 = Commercial cost ($/PAX-Mile)

The Cargo demand (FDIX) is covered by military capability (FIA from
"Figure 12) and the additional required, covered by co mercial buy. If no
commercial is required, the total military capability is utilized for the
forecasted demand.

13.13 i-:TBI.K = FD1X.K - FIA.K
gV

13.14 FCB!.K = CLIP (FTBI.K, 0, rTBI.K, 0)

The above two equations assure us that our model will purchose commercial
time only when the demand (FDIX) exceeds the military capability (FIA).

S'-FCBI = Forecasted Commercial Buy-Cargo (Ton-Miles/week) A

The total commercial buy in ton-miles per week is now computed by
converting PAX buy to ton-miles per week and adding this to the Cargo commercial.
buy.

13.12 F2R.K = FCB2.K/FPiLX

13.77 FPAX = Conversion Factor PAX-Miles/Ton-Miles

F2R = Forecasted PAX Commercial Buy (Ton-Milen/week)

13.16 FTCBK = FCBI.K + F2R.K

FTCB Forecasted Total Commercial Buy (Ton-Miles/week)
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The forecasted cost for Cargo commercial buy is found as follows:

13.17 FCER.K = CC18 * FCB1.K

FCER = Forecasted cotmnerciai cost-Cargo ($/week)

13.76 CC18 = Commercial Tariff ($/Ton-mile)

A list of all variables identified in Figure 13 and their corresponding
initial conditions and parameters is given in Appendix XIII.

Figure 14

In Figures 14, 14A, and 15 we model that segment of the industrial Fund system
which determines the forecasted tariffs (TRI, TR2, TR3) at a point in time
based on the forecasted customer usage, the forecasted expenses, and the
Industrial Fund's total expense-revenue balance (OBC).

The forecasted customer usage has been modeled ane described in
Figure 13. From Figure 12 and the model of military capability allocation ve
obtain the forecasted military capability allocated to Passenger demand (FPC)
and th2 forecasted military capability allocated to Cargo demand (FCC). Fron.
Figure 13 we obtain the forecasted SAAM requirements (FD3) and the forecasted
Exercise requirements (FD4). These variables (FPC, FCC, FD3, FD4) influence
the forecasted expenses associated with filling this forecasted demand.

The modeling of forecasted expenses (Figure 14A) is a replication of the

modeling of actual expenses, the only difference being the use of forecasted
flying hours rather than gcnerated flying hours.

The flying hours are determined by dividing the military capability
allocated by speed and capacity factors. Thus,

Forecasted Flying BourE = Forecasted Capability
(speed' (capacity)

Rrs./Week = Ton-Miles/week
(Miles/hr,) (Tons)

14.04 FF112.K FPC.K/((S418)(C417))

14.02 FFHl.K = FCC.K/((S423)(C424))

14.07 FFH3.K FD3.K/((SPD3)(CAP3))

14.10 FFH4.K = FD4.K/((SPD4)(CAP4))

FFHI.K = Forecasted Flying Hours allocated to Cargo (Flying Hours/week)

FFH2.K = Forecasted Flying Hours allocated to Passengers (Flying Hours/week)

FF-3 Forecasted Flying flour: allocated to SAM (Flying Hours/week)

FFH4.K Forecasted Flying Hours allocated to Exercise (Flying Hours/week)
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S418, S.23, SPD3, & SPD4 = Speed of Aircraft (Miles/Ulour)

C417, C424, CAP3, & CAP4 = Capacity of Air Frame (Tons)

The forecasted expense rate per week is then the costs per flying hours
Smultiplied by the flying hours per week plus the fixed costs per week.

The forecasted expense rate for Cargo is then

14.03 FIIE.K = FFHI.K (E716 + E728 + E723)

14.01 FIE.K = E710 + E715 + E722 + FHEI.K

FHEI.K = Forecasted Variable Cargo Expenses ($/week)

FIE.K Forecasted Total Cargo Expenses ($/week)

The forecasted expenses for FAX, SAAMI and Exercise movement is
similarly modeled.

14.05 FhiE2.K = FFH2.K (E823 + E816 + E828)

14.06 F2E.K = E810 + E815 + E822 + FHE2.K

14.08 FHE3.K = FFH3.K (E916 + E923 + E928)

14.09 F3E.K E910 + E915 + E922 + FHE3.K

14.11 FfE4.K FFH4.K (ETI6 + ET23 + ET28)

14.12 F4E.K LT10 + ET15 + ET22 + FRE4,K

FHE2 = Forecasted Variable PAX Expense (S/week)

FHE3 = Fo-ecasted Variable SAAM Expense ($/week)

FHE4 Forecasted Variable Exercise Expense ($/week)

F2E Forecasted Total PAX Expense (S/week)

F3E = Forecasted Total SAAM Expense ($/week)

F4E = Forecasted Total Exercise Expense ($/week)

The total forecasted expense rate for all military capability is

then

14.13 FFTE.K = FIE.K + F2E.K + F3E.K + F4E.K

The above variable does not allow for possible errors in forecasting,
as the expense rates used are actual rates not known in actuality until after
the fact. Possible forecasting error or noise is introduced by a noise

g•A
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function (see Figure 14) as follows:

14.14 FTE.K = (FFTE.K) NORMRN (MEAN, STDVI)

FTE Forecasted Total Military Expense ($/week)

MEAN Mean of Error Deviation

STDVI = Standard Devi. ion of Error

So as to prevent the forecasted expense from fluctuating with high frequency,
as it would using the above equation, we smooth the results of the above
equation to give the quantity used in forecasting the tariff.

14.15 SFTE.K = SMOOTH (FTE.K, DEFI)

SFTE = Smoothed total expense rate ($/week)

14.52 DEFI = Smoothing time interval (weeks)

The above equations now allow the analyst to introduce error in that
portion of the model yielding the forecasted military expense rate. The
sensitivity of the model, and possibly the system, to errors in expense
forecasting may now be studied.

The total forecasted military expenses are now divided into three parts
and each appropriately identified as either administrative expense rate,
terminal expense rate, or direct expense rate. This is modeled with each variable
considered a percentage of the total expense.

14.30 DTE.K SFTE.K * PCT4

14.31 ADE.K = SFTE.K * PCT2

14.16 TEX.K = SFTE.K * PT3

ADE = Forecasted Administration expense rate ($/week)

TEX Forecasted Terminal expense rate ('S/week)

DTE Forecasted Direct expense rate (S/week)

14.53 PCT2 %. of total expense to Administration

14.54 PCT3 %. of total expense to terminal

14.55 PCT4 = 7. of total expense to Direct

In addition to the above forecasted military expenses, the forecasted
commercial expense rate for Cargo (FCER) and Passengers (FPER) has also bepn
determined in that segment of the model described in Figure 12.

The Industrial Fund determines the proposed tariff for each of the four
types of demand by allocating costs to each classification of demand and
recovering this cost based on the forecasted demand. Tae allocation of exnenses
to each demand classification is proportional to the capability allocated
to that demand.
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The modeling of this decision function within the system has been
accomplished through the variables described in Figure 14 and 15 and their

equations.

Rý The following inform~ition on military and commercial capability is first
determined from data within the system. I

14.26 FML.K =FCAP.K + FD34.K

FIL Total Military Capability Allocated to all cltassified demand

14.22 FMC.K -FMC1.K + FMC2.K

FMC Total Military plus commercial capability allocated to Cargo
and PAX demand

12.08 FT-C Total Military and commercial capability allocated to all
classified demaid

The altocation of expenses to PAX, Cargo or SAAI4-Exercise is a function
of the expense varilable (Administrative, Terminal, or D~irect) and the
capabilities allocated to the particular classified demand.

Administrative expenses are allocated to each demand classificatic'. (Cargo,
PAX, SAAM-Exercise) according to that portion of total capability (Comm ercial +
H'ilitary) (FTC) allocated to that demand classification.

117 FIEA.K ADE.K(FMCI.K/FTC.K)A

14.18 F2EA.K =ATV.-(FMRC2.K/FTC.K)t

Terminal expenses are allocated to the classified demand according to

allocated Cargo and PAX capability. (Military + Commnercial)(F14c)

14.20 FIET.K =TFX.K(FW,1.K/FMC.K)

14.21 F2ET.K =TEX.K(F.MC2.K/FMC.K)

Direct expenses are allocated to the classified demand according to
k- the military capability required for each demard classification.

14.23 FlED.K = DTE.K(FCC.K/FML.K)

14.24 r2ED.K, DTE.K(FPC.K/FIIL.K)

14.25 F3ED.K DTE.K(FD34.K/FML.v,()

FlEA =Forecast Expense Rate-Cargo-Administrative (S/week)

F2EA =Forecast Expense Rate-PAX-Administrative ($/week')4

F3EA =Forecast Expense Rate� "AjAii-1Exercisc-Administrativc ($/week)
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FlET = Forecast Expense Rate-Cargo-Terminal (S/week)

F2ET = Forecast Expense Rate-PAX-Terminal ($/week)

FlED =Forecast Expense Rate-Car -Direct ($/week)

F2ED = Forecast Expense Rate-PAX-'.irect (S/week)

F3ED = Forecast Expense Rate-SAAM-Exercise-Direct (S/week)

The est.mated expense rate for each demand function (Cargo, PAX, SAAM)
is row the sumiation of these allocated expense rates.

14.27 FTIE.K = FCER.K + FIEA.K + FIET.K + FIED.K

14.28 FT2E.K = FPERK + F2EA.K + F2ET.K + F2ED.K

14.29 F-3E.K = F3EA.K + V3ED.K

FTIE = Forecast Total expense rate-Cargo (S/week)

VT2E = Forecist Total expense rate-PAX (S/week)

FT3E = Forecast Total expense rate-SAAM & Exercise ($/week)

A list of all variables identified in Figure 14 and their corresponding
initial conditions and parameters is given in Appendix XIV.

Figure 15

The forecasted tariff is now based on recovering the forecasted expenses
over the forecasting time period plus or minus an adjustment expected to correct
the OBC by the end of the forecasting time period.

The Forecasting time period (TIM) has been described and utilized earlier
as a segment of Figure 13 and the modeling of forecasted customer demand. (See pg. 53

The Industrial Fund plans to correct the out of balance condition (OBC)
between PAK expenses and income (PD) over the time period TIM. The same is
true for any out of ýaiance condition between Cargo _-d SAAM expenses and
income (CD). This adjustmenL is then subtracted fruti, the expanse rate for
that classified demand.

15.04 ADJI.K = CD.K/T!M.K

1.5.03 ADJ2.K = PD.K/TIM.K

ADJI = Adjustment due to Cargo-SAAM-Exercise income-expense differer':e (S/week)

ADJ2 = ,kdjustment due to PAX income-expense difference ($/week)

The expense rate for PAX movement over time period TIM is then

15.02 FAE2.K = FT2E.K - ADJ2.K

FAE2 = Forecasted net FAX expense rate ($/wcck)
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The actual forecasted demand for PAX movement is then determined by
multiplying the capability allocated by the utilization factors.

15.11 FM2.K = (FD2G.) (FU2G) I. (FD2C.K) (FI12C)

FDM = Forecasted PAX Demaad-actual (PAX-Miles/week)

The tariff is now determined to recover expenses (FAE2) from the custo-mer
demand (FD2).

15.11- TR2.K = FAE2.K/FD2.K

TR2 = Forecasted PAX Tariff (S/PAX-4iles/week)

The SAAM-Exercise and Cargo tariffs are determined together so that a
premitm, charge can be allocated to SAAI*.-Exercise demand to cover the higher
non-channel expenses associated with this demand.

First, the total Cargo-SAAIM-Exercise expense rate is determined.

15.06 SFE.K = FTIE.K + FT3E.K - ADJI.K

SFE Forecasted net expense rate for SAAM-Exercise and Cargo movement ($!week)

£he -esulting expense rate (SFE) is then allocated to Cargo and SAAW-Exercise ExPse
based on the amount of military capability allotted to each but with SAAM-Exercise
charged a 157 premium for extra costs associated with special handling.

1.5.07 STR.K = FD34.K/FML.K

15.09 F3AE.K = (SFE.X)(1.15)(STR.K)

15.10 FlAE.K = SFE.K - F3AE.K

STR = Forecasted expense rate-Cargo-SAN-Exercise ($/week)

F3AE = Forecasted net expense rate-SAAM-Exerctie ($/veek)

FIAE = Forecasted net expense rate-Cargo ($/week)

The bAAMN-Exercise fcrecasted tariff is now determined to recover SAANI!-Exercise
expens.s (F3AE) from the demand for SAAM-Exercise (FD34).

i5.13 TR3.K = F3AE.K/FD34.K

TOR = Forecasted SAAN-Exarcise Tariff ($/Tor&-Xil_)

,I' acturl forecasted Cargo demznd is determined as followj: (See
Jler 13.01 ane 13.02)

S 15.12 FP-I.K = (FDiG.K)(FUIG) + (FDIC.K )(FUIC)

FDI Forecast'd Cargo Demand-Actual (Ton-MLles/week)

_-A
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The tariff is now determined to recover Cargo expenses (FIAE) from CargoI Demand (e:DI).

15.13 TRI.K FIAE.K/FDI.K

TRI = Forecasted Cargo Tariff ($/Ton-mile)

A list of all variables identified in Figure 15 and their correpponding
initial conditions and parameters is given in Appendix XV.

Input Variables

This completes the description and explanation of the basic model.
The exogenous input to the system is primarily the customer demand. We have
written demand equations which will allow the model to be massaged by a stez
input, a ramp input, a sine input, or a noise input. These equations are
identified in this manner.

i.01 DIG.K = DIGI + ISTA.K + IRPA.K + ISNA.K + INOA.K

1.02 DIC.K = DICI + ISTB.K + IRPB.K + ISNB.K + INOB.K

2.01 D2G.K = D2GI + ISTC.K + IRPc.K + ISNC.K + INOC.K

2.02 D2C.K = D2CI + ISTD.K + IRPD.K + ISND.K + INOD.K

3.01 D3S.K o3SI + ISTE.K + IRPE.K + ISNE.K + INOE.K

3.02 D4E.K = D4EI + ISTF.K + IRPF.K + ISNF.K + INOF.K

DIGI = Initial Vplue-Customer Cargo Deanand-Outgoing

DMCI = Initial Value-Customer Cargo Demand-Incoming

D20I = Initial Value-Customer PAX Demand-Outgoing

D2CI = Initial Value-Gustomer PAX Demand-Incoming

D3Si = Initial Value-Customer SAAM Demand

D4EI = Initial Value-Customer Exercise Demand

Tie step input is provided by the following variables.

1.26 ISTA.K = STEP (XA,5)

1.27 iSTB.K STEP (XB,5)

2.04 iSTC.K = STEP (XC,5)

2.05 ISTD.K = STEP (XD,5)

3.03 ISTE.K = STEP (XE,5)

3.04 ISTF.K = STEP (XF,5)

S4-4
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The ramp input is' pro-jided by the following variables:

1.28 IRPA. K -RAIMP (YA,5)

1.29 TRPB.IC RAMP (YB,5)

2.27 IRPC.K RAMP (YC,5)

2.28 1RPD.K flMil (YD,5)

3.21 IRPE.K RAM~P (YE,5)

3.2'42 IRPF.K RAMP (YF,5)

The sine input is provided by the following equations:

1.30 TSNA.K STEP (SNA.K,5)

1.31 SNA.K XIG *SIN ((6.3 *TIZM.K)/PERI)

1.32 1SNB.K =STEP (SNB.K,5x

1.33 SNB.K XIC *SIN ((6.3 *TIM-E.K)/PERl)

2.29 ISNC.K STEP (SN'c.K,5)

2.30 SNC.K X2G *SIN ((6.3 *T1MI.K)/PER2)

2.31 I-SND.K =STEP (SND.K,5)

2.32 SND.K =X2C *SIN ((6.3 *TIME.K)/PER2)

3.23 ISNZE.K STEP (SN-E.K,5)

3.24 SNE.K =X3X * SIN ((6.3 *TIE.K)/PER3)

3. 25 ISNF.K =STEP (SNF.K,5)

3.26 SNF.K =XAX * SIN ((6.3 *TIIME.Y)/PER4)

The noise input is provided by the following equations:

1.34 INOA.K =STEP (NOA.K,5)

1.33 NOA.K =IXI * N0RjIfRN (NACM, STV1)

1.36 1NOH.K STEP (NOR.,K.)

1.37 '.'OB.K 1X2 * NIORMNl (NIXEM, STV2)

2.33 INOC.K =STEP (,NOC.K,5)

2.34 N.%OC.K TX3 * NORIRN (NAEM, 5TV3)

2.35 TNOD.K STEP INOD.K,5)
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2.36 NOD.K = IX4 * NORMPT (NAEM, STV4)

3.27 INOE.K STEP (NOE.9,5)

3.28 NOE.K = IX5 * NORMRN (NAEM, STV5)

j3.29 INOF.K STEP (NOF.K,5)

3.30 NOF.K IX6 * NORMRN (NAEM, STV6)

Initial Values

Each variable in the model has been identified in terms of other variables
and constants. The variables must all be given an initial value before the
model will be operational. The Dynamo Compiler requires that the value of all
level equations be identified and the value for the majority of the auxiliary and

f •rate equations will be computed by the Compiler. All variables and their initial
'1 equations are identified by figure number and a listing givep in the Appendices.

All initial values have been appropriately selected so the model will be in
steady state. Any dynamics in the model caused by a change in a variable or
due to a change in input can then be at -ibuted to that specific change and the
structure of the system as concerned.

Output Information

The Dynamo Compiler enables us to request information regarding the
value of any variable through the length of the model run.

The specification card for each run looks something like this:

SPEC DT = 0.1/LENGTH = !00/PRTPER = 2/PLTPER = 3

This indicates that each variable will be computed every 0.1 week in our
model as the basic time period has been specified as a week. The length of
the simulation run will be 100 weeks and we have requested it to print infor-
mation on the value of specified variables every 2 weeks and plot specified
variables every 3 weeks. The information on the Spec Card can be changed to
provide the output information necessary for an appropriate analysis.

For the basic model we have requested information on those variables
which we believe to be most significant in our analysis. This information is
listed in Appendix XVI.

Su~i=ary

This report has presented a graphical description of the basic model of
the ASIF in Figures I through 15. A verbal description of the model with ap
explanation of the reason for selecting each variable and the rationale for each
variable relationship has accompanied each figure. The appendices finally
list all the variables, their initial values, and tzhe input variables which may
be used for model testing. The output information to be requested has alsoi been identified.

The model has be.n tested for logic errors and is found to be logically
correct. At this time the Analyst feels this model is a reasonable representation
of the ASIF system and will replicate the dynamics of the ASIF system created by
various input data.
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